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AFTER INCANDESCENT LIGHTING  
Clino Castelli
With the novelty of the additive synthe-
sis, in the early 1980s, there has been 
a moment when it seemed that everything 
that could have happened in the lighting 
ƂGNF JCF CNTGCF[ JCRRGPGF 9JGP + JCF
VJG NWEMQH ECVEJKPI VJGƂTUV UKIPUQH VJCV
RJGPQOGPQP+O[UGNHEQPUKFGTGFVJGOCU
a form of light synthesis further than chro-
OCVKE6JKUYCUVJGKFGCQHCPGYCODKGPV
lighting, which would have changed the 
destinies of the plastic perception of space, 
preferring the penumbra as backdrop for 
PGYEQNQTU
+PVJQUG[GCTUYGDGNKGXGFKPHCEVVJCVVJKU
revolutionary way of lighting, although 
epochal, would simply be added as 
a complementary mode to the incandes-
EGPVCPFƃWQTGUEGPVNKIJV4GOCKPKPICEW-
riosity to be ruled by known physical laws 
JQYGXGT PQVOWEJ CRRNKGF 5QYG EQOG
to 1983, the Domus Academy’s year of 
foundation, in broad advent of the color- 





of my masters course at the Domus Acad-
emy, together with the other two held by 
'VVQTG5QVVUCUUCPF/CTKQ$GNNKPK6JG2TK-
mary Design class, held in a typically me-
ta-design way, could appear quite cryptic 
for foreign students, who knew only the 
Product Design, but not at all for the young 
+VCNKCP CTEJKVGEVUFGUKIPGTU UWEJ CU (TCPE-
GUEQ/WTCPQ
*QYGXGT + EQPUKFGTGF VJG UVWFGPVU CU
my peers, being in my turn, the youngest 
COQPI VJG VGCEJGTU QH VJG VKOG (TCPE-




expository intention, regarded the large 





6JGTGHQTG YQTMKPI QP VJG NKIJV UQWTEGUo
imprints and on their random distribution, 
completely unrelated to the architectural 
UVTWEVWTGUoVGZVWTG
$CUKECNN[CNNUVWFGPVUQHVJG2TKOCT[&GUKIP
class would have worked on qualitative is-
sues, far away from the traditional quanti-
tative concerns of the modernist language, 
RTGXCKNKPIKPVJGNKIJVKPIFGUKIPQHVJCVVKOG 
(QTGZCORNGKVUVQQFQWVCOQPIVJGPGY
primary qualities: the management of the 
lighting sources’ color temperature, the 
color rendering index and the resulting 
metameric aberrations – creatively used – 
including any acoustic, tactile or olfactory 
U[PGUVJGUKC'CEJVQRKERTQLGEVGFVJGUGPUG
of a renewed design awareness and a dif-
HGTGPVYC[QHYQTMKPI
Only twenty years later, we would have 
realized that all that conceptual workings 
had taken place in the absence of a light 
medium suitable to the expectations of 
VJGVKOG
6JG GNGEVTQNWOKPGUEGPEG QH VJG .'&U CV
that time still unable to transform their 




(TCPEGUEQ KNNWOKPCVGU VJG OQUV DGCWVKHWN
works of art magically mixing LED sources 
YKVJUWDVN[FKHHGTGPVEQNQTVGORGTCVWTGU
EMOTIONAL AND EMPATHETIC COMMUNICATION MANUAL OF THE ARTWORKS 
Jacqueline Ceresoli
Lighting design involves a complex system 
of rules, innovative tools to artfully experi-
OGPVCRRNKECDNG KPFKHHGTGPVGPXKTQPOGPVU
6JKU KU VCWIJV D[ (TCPEGUEQ /WTCPQ GU-
teemed lighting design professor at various 
prestigious national and foreign universities, 
COQPIVJGOQUVRQRWNCT+VCNKCPNKIJVKPIFG-
signers at the service of art exhibits held in 
RWDNKECPFRTKXCVGURCEGU
#HVGT [GCTU QH ƂGNF GZRGTKGPEG (TCPEGUEQ
/WTCPQEQNNGEVUKPVJKURTCEVKECNOCPWCNKP-
teresting case studies about “lighting solu-
VKQPUqCFCRVCDNGVQQVJGTEQPVGZVU
His book answers to the lack of an updated 
literature around some variable and at the 
same time paradigmatic models, that en-
hance the expressive potential of light, with-
in the design of unexpected spatial depths, 
through the lighting of ancient, modern and 
contemporary artworks, guided by concepts 
that focus on the artworks and their formal, 
EQORQUKVKQPCN CPF EJTQOCVKE RGEWNKCTKVKGU
/WTCPQUVCTVUHTQOYJCVQPGOWUVPQVFQ
He shows how even wrong logistics or archi-
tectural errors may sometimes turn into a de-
UKIPQRRQTVWPKV[VQKPXGPVpJKEGVPWEqPGY
appropriate lighting solutions, making the 




tage of the surrounding space and works on 
the perception and visual communication 
D[UWDVTCEVKQP$GECWUG VJGRTQVCIQPKUV KU
in any case, the exhibited artwork that lives 
KP VJGG[GQH VJGXKGYGT$WV NKIJV UVKNNCEVU
QPQWTRGTEGRVKQPQHVJGQDLGEVUURCEGUCPF
KP RCTVKEWNCT QH VJG CTVYQTMU $[ CEVKPI QP
QWT UWDLGEVKXG ECRCDKNKVKGU CORNKH[KPI HGGN-
ings, imaginations and highlighting under-
lying meanings, compositional details and 
tonal shades of the paintings as well as the 
sculptures, perfused by light beams or nev-
GTKPXCUKXGNKIJVVTCLGEVQTKGU6JKUJCPFDQQM
about visual languages, conceptual and 
practical rethinking of lighting, is essential 
to understand that the issuer, the channel, 
the lighting system, does not depend on the 
message but on who looks at the artwork: 
VJG UVCT QH VJG UJQY 6JKU MKPF QH NKIJVKPI
brings the focus to the perceptive potential, 
by suggesting the viewer an internalization 
QH VJG XKUWCN GZRGTKGPEG /QTGQXGT YJGP
the artwork is illuminated by imperceptible 
UQWTEGUVQVJGRQKPVVJCVKVUGGOUVQƃQCVKP
the darkened space, then our cognitive and 
TGVKPCNCRRTQCEJGORCVJKECNN[TGNCVGUYKVJKV
His seemingly simple and functional pro-
LGEVUVTKIIGTCF[PCOKEQHEQORNGZRJGPQO-
ena in which light becomes sign, sense and 
communication of the representation of the 
XKUKQPKVUGNH
(QT/WTCPQ VJGWPGZRGEVGFQRGPU VQ KO-
aginative solutions which then become de-
cisive modes, applicable to different envi-
ronments, conditions and spaces, as shown 
in this sampling invisible structures of the 
XKUKQPoURGTEGRVKQP+PQVJGTYQTFUJKUNKIJV-
ing enhances the luminescence inherent in 
the paintings as well as the plasticity of the 
UEWNRVWTGU +VRNC[UYKVJRGTEGRVKQPCPFTG-
ƃGEVKQPGHHGEVUGZVGPUKQPCPFGZVTQXGTUKQP
dialogue and communication of the artwork, 





talizing perceptual experience, in which the 
artwork becomes agent of vision, allowing 
also the careless viewer to receive retinal 
UGPUCVKQPU CPF NGCF JKO VQ HWTVJGT TGƃGE-
tions, through the incidence of quantity and 
SWCNKV[QHOQTGQTNGUUKPVGPUGNKIJVDGCOU
/WTCPQ KEQPKH[ VJG XKUKDNG GHHGEVU QH GXGT
EJCPIKPINKIJVKPIU[UVGOU*GRTGUGPVUXCTK-
able points of view on the basis of a percep-
VWCNTGEQIPKVKQP$GECWUGVJGCTVHWNN[NKVCTV-
work is remembered over time, it gets stuck 
in our memory and transforms light into an 
essential element for the communication of 
GOQVKQPU













During the course of my lectures,  
+JCXGTGCNK\GFJQYFKHƂEWNVKVDGEQOGUHQTCUVWFGPVQTCPKPVGTKQTFGUKIPGTVQCRRTQCEJ
CNKIJVKPIFGUKIPRTQLGEVVJTQWIJVJGTGCFKPIQHVGZVDQQMUCPFOCPWCNUYJKEJCTG






a practice built up over years of experience; but it would make me happy to know that 




> Klimt: At the origins of the myth – Milano 2014 – Palazzo Reale
> Giorgione and Gio Ponti – Venezia 2010 – Galleria Giorgio Franchetti alla Ca’ d’Oro




In Italy plenty of art exhibitions take place each year exposing thousands of artworks, 
hosting millions of visitors aiming to broaden their culture through the direct obser-
XCVKQPQHRCKPVKPIUFTCYKPIUUEWNRVWTGUNKVD[CTVKƂEKCNQTPCVWTCNNKIJV






in order to develop and implement all the mentioned functions, is to ensure that the 
lighting itself does not disrupt the view of the artworks. This may appear trivial but 
it is often ignored in exhibitions where masterpieces are not enjoyable because of 
uneven casts of light, glare, shadows, patches of brightness on the walls. 
#OQPIVJGOCP[ƃCYUHQWPFYJGPXKUKVKPICPGZJKDKVKQPVJGTGCTGCNUQVJQUGECWUGF
by the desire to prevaricate the work of art with a violent, hard lighting, chosen to 
KPVGPVKQPCNN[GPJCPEGVJGNKIJVKPIƂZVWTGoUCWVJQTQTVJGGZJKDKVKQPFGUKIPOQTGVJCP
VJGCTVYQTMUoCWVJQT+RGTUQPCNN[FQPQVUWRRQTVVJKUV[RGQHCRRTQCEJYJKNG+RTGHGT
a discreet but perfect lighting to one exaggerated and not focused on the artifacts. 
#TVYQTMoU NKIJVKPI UJQWNFJCXG VJG UCOGGHHGEVQH VJG HCEGRQYFGTQPCDGCWVKHWN
YQOCPoUHCEGVJCVKUVQUC[KVUJCNNEQTTGEVUQOGOKPQTKORGTHGEVKQPUCPFINQTKH[KVU
natural beauty.
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Preliminary actions 
The lighting design of an art exhibition supposes certain preliminary actions. 
These will provide an overall framework of the intervention and relate to:
1. analysis of the exhibited works of art;
2. WPFGTUVCPFKPIQHVJGEWTCVQToUGZJKDKVKQPEQPEGRV
3. inspection or better sharing of the exhibition project.




1. materials the artwork is made of (acrylic colors, tempera, oil-based, pencil, cray-
ons, marble, stone, wood, else); 
2. materials of the surface on which the artwork lays on (canvas, wood, paper);
3. materials within which the artwork is contained (frame, passepartout, glass, else);
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Main problems occur with:




5. shadows cast by the edges of the showcases on the artworks;
6. UJCFQYUECUVD[UK\CDNGHTCOGUQPVJGCTVYQTMU
7. shadows cast by the frames on the walls; 
8. paintings and a drawings placed very close together.
Each of these problems and respective solutions will be discussed next.
Direct glare  
Direct glare occurs when the light rays emitted from the luminaire travel directly into 
our eyes causing partial or total hindrance to the vision of the environment or the 
artwork. 
+PQTFGTVQRTGXGPVVJKUVJGƂTUVVJKPIVQFQKUVQGPUWTGVJCVQPJKUYC[VJTQWIJVJG
exhibition the observer sees, as far as possible, only of the rear part of the luminaire 
and never its “mouth”. Therefore, always recall the routes of the exhibition and con-
UGSWGPVN[CFCRVVJGNWOKPCKTGUoRQUKVKQPCPFQTKGPVCVKQP
If it is impossible to direct the luminaire to avoiding glare, we must attach accessories 
such as honeycomb screens or barn doors.
If neither these are available, it is always possible to use a matte black aluminum foil 
called cinefoil or black-foil, which are resistant to all temperatures because made of 
CNWOKPWO6JGTGKUCNUQCUGNHCFJGUKXGXGTUKQPDWVKVKUWUWCNN[ƂZGFQPVJGNWOKPCKTGU
with some high heat resistant tape called Gaffa, in jargon, or metal paper clips. 
> Direct light > Cinefoil > Barn doors> Honeycomb > Frame
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Indirect glare   
As stated previously the observation of an artwork should be perfected and not hin-
dered by light.
+HFKTGEVINCTGFKTGEVN[CHHGEVUQWTG[GUVJGTGƃGEVGFQPGHCNNUƂTUVN[QPCUWTHCEGCPF
then bounces toward us, creating marks of light that obscure the view of the artworks.
6IÂIGXMSRWSJHEVOTEMRXMRKW
6JGTGƃGEVKQPUCTGV[RKECNN[ECWUGFD[VJGOCVGTKCNYKVJYJKEJVJGCTVYQTMKUTG
CNK\GF FKUVWTDKPI TGƃGEVKQPU RCTVKEWNCTN[ QEEWTYKVJ QKN QP DQCTF RCKPVKPIU CPF
especially in their dark or black parts.
6QGNKOKPCVGVJGUGTGƃGEVKQPUFKHHGTGPVMKPFUQHCEVKQPUECPDGOCFG
6JGƂTUVEQPUKUVUKPRTQRGTN[FKTGEVKPIGCEJUKPINGNWOKPCKTGQPVJGCTVYQTM
The experience led me to verify that the best arrangement consists in placing 
these on the existing track at 45 degrees relative to the center of the painting. 
+HVJGRCKPVKPIKUXGT[NCTIGKVYKNNDGPGEGUUCT[VQRNCEGVYQƂZVWTGUQPGVQVJG
right side and one to the left side of the painting, at 45 degrees starting from the 
edges of the painting itself. In this case the light beams are crossed, meaning that 








obscure the view of the artworks.
Then we must consider the glasses with which the paintings are often protected, 
KV KUGCU[VQEJGEMYJGVJGTQTPQVVJGINCUUKUCPVKTGƃGEVKXG KPVJGCPVKTGƃGEVKXG
glasses the lights appear slightly and are bluish, in the common glass the lights ap-
pear very obvious and not bluish.
4GƃGEVGFNKIJVUFQPQVEQOGQPN[HTQOVJGNWOKPCKTGUWUGFVQ KNNWOKPCVGVJGCTV
work, but usually from all the ones intercepted by the glass even if they are lighting 
different artworks from the one we are observing. For example, those used to illu-
minate the environment.
In this case it is necessary to rearrange the luminaires, redirecting them or otherwise 
UJKGNFKPIVJGOUQVJCVVJGNKIJVTGƃGEVGFHTQOVJGINCUUVWTPUCNOQUVKPXKUKDNG
Many luminaires can then be supplied with anti-glare shielding accessories as hon-
eycomb screens or barn doors, these accessories, along with the Cinefoil may help 
TGFWEKPIFKTGEVCUYGNNCUTGƃGEVGFINCTG
6JGTGCNHWPEVKQPQHƃCIOQWPVUJQYGXGTKUVQOQFKH[VJGUJCRGQHVJGNKIJVFK
rected on the artwork, reducing the spill light around the paintings or drawings.
> Common glass  #PVKTGƃGEVKXGINCUU
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6IÂIGXMSRWSJHMWTPE]GEFMRIXW
Often some of the artworks are protected by display cases made of glass or meth-
acrylate, these serve to protect them and to ensure the right level of humidity.
6JGFKURNC[ECUGUCTGCNOQUVPGXGTOCFGQHCPVKTGƃGEVKXGINCUUCPFVJGTGHQTGVJG[
represent an almost certain source of inconvenient glare.
6JGTGƃGEVKQPUQHVJGOGVJCET[NCVGUJQYECUGU
EQOOQPN[ECNNGFRNGZKINCUUCTGOQTG
noticeable than those made of glass because they are never perfectly planar and pres-




good visibility are limited or invisible to whom stands in front of the artwork and ob-
serves it from a distance of about 80 cm while its eyes are placed at 160 cm from the 
ground. This proportion usually corresponds to the center of a painting placed on the 
display wall.
Better yet would be to illuminate the artifacts from the inside of the case or with lu-
OKPCKTGURNCEGFLWUVCDQXGVJGOKPVJKUECUGQHEQWTUGVJGTGYQWNFDGPQTGƃGEVKQPU
Still, often the lights can not be placed in the display case because they affect the 
microclimate, which might theoretically damage the works. 
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Shadows cast by the edges of the showcases 
Glass or methacrylate display cases can generate other problems because the edges 
of the cabinets generate shadows that manifest themselves as dark lines.
We need to ensure that these dark lines do not fall onto the works of art and this is 
easily accomplished by moving the luminaire to another track or moving the artwork 
inside the display case.
6JGNKIJVKPIƂZVWTGOWUVDGOQXGFVQCPQVJGTVTCEM/QXKPIKVQPVJGUCOGVTCEMKUWUG
less because the line of shadow, usually generated by the upper edge, remains identi-
cal since the tracks are generally parallel to the walls on which the paintings are placed.
Sometimes the artwork can be moved in the display case, but it is not always possible 
to move it forward or backward, so that the dark line does not capture it. 
Shadows cast by the frames on the artworks 
Other bothering shadows are those produced on the paintings by their frames.
6JGUGUJCFQYUECPJCXGC NKPGCTRTQƂNGDWVECPCNUQDGpNCE[qFGRGPFKPIQPVJG
shape of the frame that causes them.
To eliminate these shadows, move the luminaire that causes them making sure that 
the light that reaches the painting is less angled. Although one must pay attention 
DGECWUGVJKUQHVGPIGPGTCVGUKPEQPXGPKGPVTGƃGEVKQPUHTQOVJGRCKPVKPIU
> Egitto Millennial Splendore – Bologna 2015 – Museo Civico Archeologico
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 If it is impossible to move the luminaire there are other solutions, such as using a pro-
ƂNGTVQETGCVGCDTKIJVCTGCVJCVYKNNQXGTNCRVJGUJCFQYCTGCRTQFWEGFD[VJGHTCOG
Shadows cast by the frames on the walls
All paintings create shadows on the walls, caused by the arrangement of the lumi-
PCKTGUCPFVJGFKUVCPEGVJCVGZKUVUDGVYGGPVJGRTQVTWUKQPQHVJGRCKPVKPIoUHTCOG
and the wall on which the painting itself is placed.
I generally place the luminaires to the left of the paintings and light the artworks at 
45 degrees. This makes the shadows to being projected at 45° to the right side of 
the paintings, this position is also useful to illuminate the captions which are as well 
placed to the right of the artworks. The arrangement of the captions should, how-
ever, be discussed with the curator and the exhibition designer, in order to avoid 
that these get placed too close to the paintings, otherwise they could be covered 
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by the shadow of the frame. The captions should be placed neither too far apart 
because otherwise it will be necessary to add another light just to illuminate them.
%TEMRXMRKERHEHVE[MRKTPEGIHZIV]GPSWIXSIEGLSXLIV
1VJGTFKHƂEWNVKGUOC[DGGPEQWPVGTGFYJGPKNNWOKPCVKPICFTCYKPICPFCRCKPVKPI
which are placed very close to each other.
6JGFKHƂEWNV[EQOGUHTQOVJGHCEVVJCVKVKUCNNQYGFVQKNNWOKPCVGCRCKPVKPIQPECP
vas with 200 lux while for a drawing we can reach a maximum of 50 lux.
This involves the fact that the picture will appear very bright and the design very 
dampen.
The only solution will be to lower the light on the painting in order to reduce the 
contrast between the two lights.
But the best thing is to discuss with the curator or the exhibition designer before, 
because it would be better to collect drawings and artworks for which it is permit-
ted to use a maximum of 50 lux, together in one section. 
6JKUYQWNFCNNQYVJGYJQNGUGEVKQPVQDG NKVYKVJC NQY NKIJVCPFCXQKFUEQPƃKEVU
dictated by the difference in lighting that makes the lights on the drawings appear 
even more dim. 
50lux200lux
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9RHIVWXERHMRKXLIGYVEXSV¸WI\LMFMXMSRGSRGITX
Another important factor regarding the lighting design strategies concerns under-
UVCPFKPIVJGEWTCVQToUEQPEGRVHQTVJGGZJKDKVKQPCPFJKUTGSWKTGOGPVU6JCVOGCPU
interpret with which visual experience he wants the message, topic, to be delivered.
In a particular way it needs to be understood if the curator (whom is the critic in 
charge of selecting and dividing by groups the works of art and decides one by one 
in which succession these must be displayed), thinks to lighting the artworks by group 
QTKPFKXKFWCNN[KHJGJCUCURGEKƂEPGGFTGICTFKPIVJGJWGCPFUJCRGQHVJGNKIJVVJCV
YKNNJKVVJGUGKHJGYKUJGUVQGORJCUK\GVJGGPXKTQPOGPVQTRTGHGTUCPCEEGPVNKIJVKPI
on the individual artifacts. All of this will give birth to diverse lightscapes.
0MKLXWGETI
It must be considered whether the works of art are to be contemplated as a whole or 
CUKPFKXKFWCNGZJKDKVU+PVJGƂTUVECUGYGECPKNNWOKPCVGQTVJGGPVKTGGZJKDKVKQPTQQOQT
groups of paintings, in the latter, the light will have to focus on one artwork at a time. 
If multiple paintings are illuminated together we can perform the following lightscapes:
1. uniform lighting of the whole environment, largely used in contemporary art gal-
leries, achievable with diffusors or skylights;
2. WPKHQTONKIJVKPIQHQPGQTOQTGYCNNUCEJKGXCDNGYKVJYCNNYCUJGTURTQƂNGTUQT
with a set of luminaires with wide beam angle;
50lux100lux
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3. EQNNGEVKXGWPKHQTONKIJVKPIQHVJGKPFKXKFWCNRCKPVKPIUCEJKGXCDNGYKVJRTQƂNGTU




RTQRTKCVG NKIJV DGCO CPING VJG UK\G QH VJG GZJKDKV GXGPVWCNN[ GSWKRRGF YKVJ
YKPIUHQTHTCOKPIVJGNKIJVDGCOVQVJGRTGEKUGUK\GQHVJGCTVYQTMQTRTQƂNGTUHQT 
a more accentuated framing;
5. mixed lighting, when different types of lighting are adopted depending on the 
exhibited works on each individual wall.
7LEVMRKSJXLII\LMFMXMSRTVSNIGX
Another basic element for the lighting project is sharing the exhibition design and setup.
In fact we are often asked to light not only the works of art but also the display units 
CPFRTGUGPVCVKQPUWTHCEGUGURGEKCNN[HQTGZCORNGVJGVTCHƂE\QPGUUWEJCUVJGRCVJU
DGVYGGPVJGGZJKDKVKQPJCNNUOQTGVJCPVJGCTEJKVGEVWTGoUFGVCKNU
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By simplifying, the scope of options ranges between two extremes which are:
1. design for simple displaying;




within spaces that together with them create a one-piece display structure.
+PVJGƂTUVECUGNKIJVKPIVJGCTVYQTMUYQWNFDGGPQWIJEQPUKFGTKPIVJGPGWVTCNKV[QH
the scenic design, in the second case we must properly light also the various struc-
tures or the entire exhibition hall which does not present a scenic character.
But beyond these general observations it will be necessary to dialogue with the ex-
JKDKVFGUKIPGTKPQTFGTVQCXQKFQTCVNGCUVNKOKVVJGFKHƂEWNVKGUKPJGTGPVVQVJGFGUKIP
Major problems occur when:
1. the walls on which the artworks are displayed are light-colored;
2. the walls on which the artworks are displayed have a glossy topcoat;
3. the light that illuminates the artworks creates shadows caused by the exhibition 
TQQOoUHWTPKUJKPI
4. the exhibition setup occludes the tracks where the devices should be placed;
5. VJGTGCTGPQNKIJVKPIƂZVWTGU
6. the tracks are not placed where they should be;
7. PQNKIJVKPIƂZVWTGECPDGOQWPVGFKPVJGTQQO
Each task will be examined in depth next.
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8LI[EPPWSR[LMGLXLIEVX[SVOWEVIHMWTPE]IHEVIPMKLXGSPSVIH
Bright walls on which the works are placed are not recommended because in these con-
ditions the light that illuminates the surrounding area of the painting will appear very 
obvious.
+PVJGECUGQHNKIJVEQNQTGFYCNNUKVYKNNDGPGEGUUCT[CUHCTCURQUUKDNGVQUK\GVJGNKIJV
into the area of the painting. This is obtained by lighting sources with a very narrow beam 
CPINGUJCRKPIVJGDGCOYKVJDCTPFQQTUCPFHTCOKPICVVCEJOGPVUWUKPIRTQƂNGTU
Again it would be better to discuss this before with the curator or the exhibit designer, in 




being obvious, disturbing the view of the artworks placed on them.
+PVJKUWPHQTVWPCVGECUGKVKURQUUKDNGVQOQXGVJGƂZVWTGUUQVJCVVJGTGƃGEVKQPUHCE




ably in matte cloth and even better not polished black velvet, the best of all because 
it absorbs all the spill light outside the painting.
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8LIPMKLXGVIEXIWWLEHS[WGEYWIHF]XLII\LMFMXMSRWIXYT
Sometimes the disposition of the display structures is not parallel to the arrangement 
of the tracks and follow their own pattern, this situation occurs for various reasons, it 
may be such that the display units are more numerous than the number of rooms avail-
able and it becomes necessary to split the spaces adding vertical walls.
Sometimes however, the exhibition designer imagines different spaces and at all coin-
cident with the original ones in the exhibit. Obviously in these cases the best solution 
would be to adapt the lighting system to the exhibition project, but this is not always 
possible due to the available budget, or for reasons of time or for other reasons, which 
include for example the prohibition for legal reasons to modify the existing system.




ing the light that would affect the structures, but the best solution is always to predict 
these errors by discussing with the exhibition designer to determine where and how to 
place both the structures and the paintings.
8LII\LMFMXMSRWIXYTSGGPYHIWXLIXVEGOW
It can also occur that the exhibition setup furnishings are placed under the tracks that 
UJQWNFRQYGTVJGƂZVWTGUCUQHVGPJCRRGPUHQTVJGHCDTKEOGODTCPGUVJCVECPTQQHKP
whole or in part the exhibition spaces.
In this case we certainly prearrange new tracks to be placed under the fake ceiling or it 
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would be impossible to illuminate the paintings. But it may happen to mount the tracks just 
above the fake ceiling, in this case the solution is to tear apart the membrane just enough 
to let the adapter, that mechanically and electrically connects the device to the track, pass. 
8LIXVEGOWEVIRSX[LIVIXLI]EVIWYTTSWIHXSFI
It can also happen that the tracks are not in a suitable position for the proper illumi-
nation of the painting. In this case, if possible, add new ones to place the luminaires. 
1TKPCP[ECUGUWRRN[KPIRQYGTVQNWOKPCKTGURGTJCRUFKTGEVN[ƂZGFYKVJDTCEMGVUQP
the display structures. 
+PQVJGTECUGUOKTTQTUECPDGWUGFVQTGƃGEVVJGNKIJVGXGPDGVVGT
There are no lighting systems  
#TVYQTMUOC[DGKNNWOKPCVGFD[URGEKCNUVCPFUKPECUGPQFGFKECVGFNKIJVKPIƂZVWTGU
such as recessed or pendant tracks are provided.
These stands are made of vertical physical structures consisting of more or less two 
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When using these stands be very careful with the safety of people and artworks.
Therefore it is good to place the stands very close to the walls, binding them so they 
do not knock over and make sure that the electrical cables that connect them to the
 (QTVJG.QXGQH)QFs(KTGP\Gs2CNC\\Q8GEEJKQs.KIJVKPIOCFGYKVJRTQƂNGTUCPFOKTTQTU
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socket are not element of disruption for the visitors passing by, in case of crossings it 
will be necessary to protect the cables with walkable cable ducts. 
Another type of lighting that can be used in absence of a dedicated lighting system, 
is constituted by linear arms which branch off from the display structures and sustain 
the tracks to which the luminaires are anchored.
These arms are never too long for structural reasons, thus the units are too close to 
VJGUVTWEVWTGUCPFQHVGPVJGNKIJVKNNWOKPCVKPIVJGRCKPVKPIUECWUGUDQVJGTKPITGƃGE-
tions on the artworks themselves, therefore, unless there are no other solutions, it is 
not recommended to use this type of lighting system.
No lighting system can be mounted
The extreme case to encounter is when inside the exhibition hall it is not possible to 
install any lighting system because there is no electrical power plant. Also in this case, 
it must be ensured if it is possible to illuminate the artworks from an adjacent room 
through the entrance or even through a window or a skylight, placing the devices 
QPVJGQWVUKFGQHVJGGZJKDKVKQPoUDWKNFKPI5GCNGFNKIJVKPIƂZVWTGUOWUVDGWUGFVQ
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4VSNIGX¸WHEXEEGUYMWMXMSR
Several problems may be avoided by:
1. the knowledge of the achievable lighting levels; 




provided by the curator and the plans made by the exhibition designer. 
> Lighting design plan of La Tempesta – Venezia 2010 – Palazzo Grimani 




For this reason, recommendations have been formulated to establish the maximum 
amount of light that the surface of exhibited objects can support during a temporary 
exhibition or within an year.
6JGCOQWPVQHNWOKPQWUƃWZGOKVVGFHTQOCNKIJVUQWTEGCPFJKVVKPIVJGCTVYQTMKU
called illuminance and it is measured in lux.
Simbolismo - Palazzo Reale, Milano - 3 febbraio / 5 giugno 2016
1. Baudelaire, i fiori del male: alle origini del simbolismo
Artista Montald Constant




Tecnica Olio su tela
Dim SC 90 x 190 cm
Dim CC 101,1 x L :1 96,5 x 4 cm
Bruxelles, Musée d'IxellesPrestatore
> Simbolism - Milano 2016 – List of artworks and exhibition plan.
%QWTVGU[QHCTEJKVGEVWTGƂTO%QTTCFQ#PUGNOK 
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The lux are shown on a tool called luxmeter which can be bought for few euros on the web.
+QYPCPGZRGPUKXGQPGDWV+WUWCNN[WUGCEJGCRQPGVJCVYQTMULWUVƂPG
When measuring the lux, bring the luxmeter close to the artwork (without touching it) 
with the sensor facing towards whom will stand in front of it.
Be careful not to measure the lux with the sensor facing the light, otherwise the val-
ues will be distorted.
Below are listed the maximum light levels that are usually asked:
A.  40-50 LUX: extremely sensitive materials    
 Silk, extremely sensitive dyes, newspapers.  
B.  40-50 LUX: very sensitive materials  
 Fabrics, cotton, natural fabrics, very sensitive colorings, furs, silk, costumes, inks, 
RTKPVUCPFFTCYKPIUYCVGTEQNQTRCKPVKPIUNCESWGTUYQQNUQOGOKPGTCNUVCRGU-
try, manuscripts, miniatures, wallpapers, paintings with diluted paint, gouache, 
dyed leather, feathers, plants, books, marker-pen drawings.  
C.  150-200 LUX: medium sensitive materials  
 (CDTKEUYKVJƂZGFEQNQTUQKNDCUGFEQNQTUYQQFRCPGNUVGORGTCRCKPVKPIUHTGU-
EQGUPQPRCKPVGFNGCVJGTCPFYQQFKXQT[DQPGNCESWGTUQOGRNCUVKEOCVGTKCNU





learn to not exceed the recommended values to avoid incurring the wrath of the mu-
seum directors or lenders that lend their artworks to temporary exhibitions.
It can happen that a lender or director decides that the lighting values for their art-
works must not be lower or higher than those recommended by the recommenda-
VKQPU KP VJKU ECUGQPEG XGTKƂGF VJCV JGJCU UWHƂEKGPV MPQYNGFIGQH VJG UVCPFCTFU
himself, do what you are asked for, the artwork is “his”.
8LIPMKLXMRKIUYMTQIRXEX]SYVHMWTSWEP
It is always necessary to check the spaces where the exhibition will take place to verify 
VJGGZKUVGPEGQHCUWKVCDNGNKIJVKPIU[UVGOHQTVJGGZJKDKVKQPoUFGUKIP
6JGNKIJVKPIU[UVGOWUWCNN[KPENWFGUGNGEVTKƂGFVTCEMUCPFVJGCXCKNCDNGNWOKPCKTGU
If there are tracks it is necessary to make sure they work, if they are not it is necessary 
to understand who is in charge of buying, installing and connecting them to the main 
RQYGTNKPG6[RKECNN[VJGVTCEMUCTGCUVCPFCTFK\GFV[RGCURJCUGNKIJVKPIVTCEM'WVTCE
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meaning that within them they have three power supplies useful to distribute the loads 
GNGEVTKEKV[QHVJGGSWKROGPV
The tracks can be recessed, hung or attached to the overhang (side-entry) over the 
walls or the exhibition structures.
The tracks suspended with cables (rod) to the ceiling are the most practical ones be-
cause just in case they can be moved and can support heavy luminaires with the brack-
ets placed in between. Instead the recessed ones or the ones screwed to the structures
are immovable.
8LIPMKLXMRKIUYMTQIRXMRGPYHIHMRXLII\LMFMXMSR
If the luminaires are already in the exhibition site it will be necessary to verify their 




fact that the lamps “blow out”.
+HVJGNCORUJCXGCPKPEQTRQTCVGFTGƃGEVQTCUVJGJCNQIGPFKEJTQKE/4KVKURQUUK
ble to  provide for its replacement with those who have the power and beam angle
UWKVCDNGVQVJGTGSWKTGOGPVU
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Further on we will see how to calculate these two factors.






+H VJGFGXKEGU CTG GSWKRRGFYKVJ PQPTGRNCEGCDNG .'& UQWTEGU KV KU PGEGUUCT[ VQ
determine whether at least the lenses, which allow to change the beam angle, are 
replaceable.
If the lenses are replaceable check which are those mounted on the devices and 
whether there are other ones in the storage of the site, at this point, check the plan 
and see if it is necessary to integrate the devices and/ or lenses, ensure also if for 
reasons of budget or time it is possible to buy or rent what is missing.
+HVJGFGXKEGUJCXGƂZGFNGPUGUCPFECPPQVDGKPVGITCVGFQTTGRNCEGFYKVJUWKVCDNG
QPGUKOOGFKCVGN[RQKPVKVQWVVQVJGQTICPK\GTUQHVJGGZJKDKVKQPUQVJG[YKNNMPQY
about the problem. 
Remind that this is a last resort because usually we arrange with what is found there 
and the more one is good with this practice the more the goals become achievable 
with little (or with nothing).
Furthermore, it is necessary to verify that the devices are dimmable, meaning if it is 
RQUUKDNGVQTGFWEGVJGNWOKPQWUƃWZQHVJGUQWTEG
If they are dimmable and the dimmer is integrated in then luminaire (dimmer on 
DQCTFVJGTGKUCYJGGNQTCHGTTWNGVJCV[QWECPURKPVQCFLWUVVJGNWOKPQWUƃWZ
If the devices are not dimmable then we must intervene with ND (neutral density) 
ƂNVGTUVQTGFWEGVJGNKIJVQWVRWVQHVJGUQWTEG
Dali system
DALI luminaires and tracks can be a problem because after addressing the devices, 
VJGUGOWUVDGFKOOGFHTQOVJGEGPVTCNEQPVTQN\QPGQPGD[QPG
7UWCNN[VJGEQPVTQN\QPGKUNQECVGFKPCFKHHGTGPVTQQOCPFKVDGEQOGUFKHƂEWNVVQEQO-
municate with the programmer. 
When you happen to work with DALI systems it would be better to disconnect them 
and treat the devices as standard not dimmable luminaires.
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Relief of the exhibition rooms 
Once the system has been tested, secondly comes the relief of the existing electri-
ƂGFVTCEMUKPTGHGTGPEGVQVJGQTKIKPCNURCEGCTTCPIGOGPVTGICTFNGUUQHVJGGZJK-
DKVKQPoUFGUKIP
The relief will be done by measuring the length of each section of track and its dis-
tance from the ground and from the walls.
Use a laser distance measurer to measure the distance from the gr  ound, to measure 
KVUNGPIVJYKVJVJGUCOGFKUVCPEGOGCUWTGTOCTMQPVJGƃQQTVJGRTQLGEVKQPQHVJG
beginning of the track, repeat the same operation with the end of the track, measure 
VJGFKUVCPEGDGVYGGPVJGVYQUKIPUNGHVQPVJGƃQQT
To measure the distance from the walls it will be enough to direct the distance meas-
WTGTHTQOVJGUKIPUFTCYPQPVJGƃQQTVQVJGYCNNU6QOCMGUWTGVJCVVJGFKUVCPEGKU
being measured orthogonal to the wall, repeat the process several times and report 
the minimum distance.
Once the positions in every room are signed and the individual rooms numbered, 
these will be reported on a small scale plan that will outline the entire exhibition site.
The relief of the position of the individual devices is not necessary, the list described 
KPVJGRTGXKQWURQKPVYKNNDGUWHƂEKGPV#UVJGRQUKVKQPQHVJGKPFKXKFWCNFGXKEGUYKNN
XCT[HTQOVKOGVQVKOG7PNGUUVJGNWOKPCKTGUVJGOUGNXGUCTGƂZGF+PVJKUUKVWCVKQPKV




> Escher – Treviso 2015 – Museo S. Caterina – disabled DALI System
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4SWMXMSRWM^IERHX]TSPSK]SJXLIWMRKPIEVX[SVOW
The plans provided by the exhibition designer contain indications about the position 
CPFUK\GQH VJG KPFKXKFWCNGZJKDKVGFCTVYQTMU KP VJG KPFKXKFWCN TQQOUCNUQV[RKECNN[




erence to the entire environment, in this case a software for automatic calculation is 
used, I use Dialux for example.
The lighting calculation allows you to know the exact location and type of luminaire, 
lighting source, power and necessary beam angles to ensure the lighting levels on 
each of the exhibits.
6JGNKIJVKPIECNEWNCVKQPRTQXKFGUVJGTGSWKTGFCOQWPVQHNKIJV
DWVPQVVJGSWCNKV[QH
the light) and it is essential for the graphic documentation of the project.
> Modigliani and the Paris Bohème– Torino 2015 – GAM – Dialux rendering of the general plan
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+VETLMGHSGYQIRXEXMSR
The graphic documentation to be delivered at the persons in charge of the exhibi-
tion; the exhibition designer, the lighting technicians whom will direction the lights, 
are made from printed documents obtained by the automatic calculation program 
accompanied by the lighting plan that derives from them.
The documents supplied in output from the calculation software are typically made 




room numbered in progression: the exhibits, tracks, location of the luminaires and 
selected sources.
The set of plans related to the individual rooms is preceded by a general plan of the 
exhibition. Here are shown all the rooms in the center of which is placed the reference 
PWODGTHQNNQYGFD[CUWOOCT[VCDNGKPFKECVKPIVJGNWOKPCKTGUUQWTEGUCPFƂNVGTUWUGF
6JGUGUKORNKƂGFITCRJKEUYKNNUGTXGVQRNCEGVJGFGXKEGUKPVJGRQUKVKQPKFGPVKƂGFD[
the designer, in this regard it is worth remembering that it is more practical to have 
the plans of the lights divided by the individual numbered rooms, each one printed 
on an A4 sheet of paper, easy to handle and to photocopy.
16
BINARIO ESISTENTE
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The tracks’ arrangement 
Usually exhibition sites present two cases:
- they have tracks;
- they do not have tracks.
+PVJGƂTUVECUGVJGTGKUCNUQVJGRQUUKDKNKV[VJCVVJGVTCEMUECPDGOQXGFCPFVJGECUG
therefore falls within the issues of the second case, if instead they can not be moved, 
be sure that other tracks can be added, if they can not be added we have to make a 
deal with the existing lighting system.
If the arrangement of the tracks can be decided, it is better to place them as much 
CURQUUKDNG CV VJG UCOGFKUVCPEG VJQWIJVQWV HTQO VJGYCNNU CPF UQ CU VQ TGCNK\G
rectangular rings that are concentric to the said walls. These rectangles must take 
KPVQCEEQWPVVJGUK\GQHVJGVTCEMUYJKEJCTGQPGOGVGTOQFWNGU6JGTGHQTGVJGTGCN
distance is not always corresponding to the theoretical one.  
Of course another option is to cut the tracks, but this operation is often useless, be-
ECWUGKVFQGUPQVUKIPKƂECPVN[EJCPIGVJGƂPCNTGUWNV6QECNEWNCVGVJGFKUVCPEGQHVJG
VTCEMHTQOVJGYCNNQPYJKEJVJGRCKPVKPIUCTGRNCEGFYGUVCTVHTQOQPGUKORNGSWGU
tion: which is the optimal position to place an ideal luminaire for an ideal painting?
In many manuals this point is located in the upper edge of the picture at a distance 
such that the line between this point and the center of the painting forms a 30 degree 
angle with the vertical line passing through the same center.
Instead I prefer locating the luminaires in a position so that the line between this 
one and the center of the painting creates a 45° angle with the vertical line passing 
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HTQOVJGQDUGTXGToUNKPGQHXKGYKPI
The reasons of this choice are:
1. VJGTGKUNGUUFCPIGTQHTGƃGEVKQPUUKPEGVJGNKIJVRTQEGGFUFKCIQPCNN[
2. the shadows are less noticeable over large frames;
3. the light emitted 45 degrees to the left is typical of architectural drawings 
(after all I am an architect ...).
The line that branches off from the center of the painting and travels to the left of the 
painting itself will eventually meet the plane on which the tracks are located.
The plane may be real as in the case of recessed tracks, or theoretical as the case of 
pendant tracks, in each case the parallel to the wall of the exhibition room will pass to 





painting, the distance of the track from the wall is: D = m (2.0 - 0.30) x 0,707 = 1,19 m. 
Now that the distance of the track from the wall is determined it is possible to deter-
mine the displacement of the luminaire from the vertical plane orthogonal to the wall 
itself and passing through the center of the painting. This distance will as well match, 
in the given example, 1.19 m.


























































cd cd cd cd cd cd cd cd
4100,000 4400,000 13000,000 2200,000 1300,000 1500,000 2200,000 3100,000
meter meter meter meter lux lux lux lux lux lux lux lux
' 0'' 0,495 0,495 0,990 2092,469 2245,576 6634,657 1122,788 663,466 765,537 1122,788 1582,110
' 1'' 0,566 0,566 1,131 1726,077 1719,269 5079,659 859,635 507,966 586,115 859,635 1211,303
' 2'' 0,636 0,636 1,273 1448,125 1358,435 4013,558 679,217 401,356 463,103 679,217 957,079
''' 0,707 0,707 1,414 1232,279 1100,332 3250,982 550,166 325,098 375,113 550,166 775,234
'' 0,778 0,778 1,555 1061,327 909,366 2686,762 454,683 268,676 310,011 454,683 640,689
'' 0,848 0,848 1,697 923,630 764,120 2257,626 382,060 225,763 260,495 382,060 538,357
,'' 0,919 0,919 1,838 811,090 651,084  325,542 192,366 221,961 325,542 458,718
'' 0,990 0,990 1,980 717,932 561,394 1658,664 280,697 165,866 191,384 280,697 395,528
'' 1,061 1,061 2,121 639,948 489,037 1444,881 244,518 144,488 166,717 244,518 344,548
.'' 1,131 1,131 2,262 574,014 429,817 1269,915 214,909 126,991 146,529 214,909 302,826
0'' 1,202 1,202 2,404 517,768 380,738 1124,907 190,369 112,491 129,797 190,369 268,247
1'' 1,273 1,273 2,545 469,401 339,609 1003,389 169,804 100,339 115,776 169,804 239,270
2'' 1,343 1,343 2,687 427,509 304,801 900,549 152,401 90,055 103,909 152,401 214,746
''' 1,414 1,414 2,828 390,984 275,083 812,745 137,542 81,275 93,778 137,542 193,809
'' 1,485 1,485 2,969 358,947 249,508 737,184 124,754 73,718 85,060 124,754 175,790
'' 1,555 1,555 3,111 330,693 227,341 671,690 113,671 67,169 77,503 113,671 160,172
,'' 1,626 1,626 3,252 305,648 208,002 614,552 104,001 61,455 70,910 104,001 146,547
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Luminous intensity 
Now we can determine the radius between the spotlight and the center of the painting. 
6JKUFKUVCPEGKUGSWCNVQVYKEGVJGFKURNCEGOGPV6JCVKUHQTVJGHQTOGTGZCORNGOCUKV
KUGCUKN[XGTKƂCDNGD[CRRN[KPIVJG2[VJCIQTGCPVJGQTGOVQVJGUGVQHVTKCPINGUVJCVGOGTIG
Now it is possible to calculate the light intensity in candelas (CD) which will allow us 
to have the desired lighting levels on the artwork, taking as values:
- Emax on the paintings = 170 lux
- Emax on the incisions = 100 lux
- Emax on watercolors and pastels = 40 lux.
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The cosine law tells us that the illuminance E in Lux detectable on a point placed at 
VJGEGPVGTQHVJGCTVYQTMCPFVJCVKUGOKVVGFHTQOVJGUQWTEGKUGSWCNVQ
E (lux) = I (cd) x 0,5 / (2D)2  
where 0,5 = cos 60° and is the angle that the optical axis D forms in the point with the 
perpendicular to the wall on which the light source is placed.
To obtain the value in candelas, apply the inverse formula. Therefore: 
I (cd) = E (lux) x (2D2) / 0,5 
this will allow us to select a source with luminous intensity closest to the estab-
lished one.
> From Raphael to Schiele – Milano 2015 – Palazzo Reale – Different beam angles for a single room
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Beam angle 
4GICTFKPIJQYVQECNEWNCVGVJGNWOKPCKTGoUQRGPKPICPINGKPIGPGTCNCPFKPRTCEVKEG
the selected beam angle is the one that allows the artwork to be fully illuminated.
Most commonly used projectors, emit a symmetrical and conical beam but, given the 
inclination, this beam will trace on the wall the area of a bright ellipse. 
To calculate the right beam angle, start from verifying the available ones from the prod-
WEVoUFCVCUJGGVVJGFCVCUJGGVCNUQKPENWFGUV[RGQHUQWTEGVJGRQYGTKPYCVVUCPF
the luminous intensity expressed in candelas.
The beam angle will be chosen so that the artwork can be inscribed in the ellipse pro-
jected on the wall and the luminous center will not be found in the middle of the ellipse 
but it will be shifted to the upper right or left depending on the direction of the light 
GOKUUKQPoUQTKIKP
Also for this reason the measurement tasks and illuminance control are essential on site 
and the position of the maximum illuminance on the painting depends on the critical 
assessment of the lighting designer.
Typically the devices have three types of beam angles that correspond to the narrow, 
> The primacy of drawing – Milano 2015 – Pinacoteca di Brera
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medium and wide angles. Several devices, also LED, present beam angles of 10, 24, 
36 and 60 degrees. The 60° one is rarely used and I tend to use sources with very nar-
row beam angles, in the case of very large paintings there can be used more luminaires 
to lit the entire surface of the painting.
Usable sources 
0QYYGFGƂPGVJGUGNGEVKQPETKVGTKCKPTGHGTGPEGVQVJGWUCDNGUQWTEGU
Generally, in museums and exhibit halls adopt triple-phase tracks, that means 
GSWKRRGFYKVJVJTGGUWRRN[NKPGU
Devices that support halogen, discharge and LED sources can be mounted on these tracks.
Discharge lamps are not recommended because once switched off they do not switch 
QPSWKEMN[CPFVJCVoUCRTQDNGODGECWUGCNVJQWIJVJGTQQOUCTG NKVD[GOGTIGPE[
lighting systems, the right visual experience of the works is compromised for some 
time. This leaves halogen sources and LED bulbs.




with GU 5.3 base and typically have a power of 20, 35 or 50 Watts.
#TQWPFVJGUGUQWTEGUCTGRNCEGFTGƃGEVQTUVJCVCNNQYVJG NKIJVVQDGGOKVVGFYKVJ





35 or 50 Watts and beam angles of 10, 24, 36, 60 degrees. 
These are essentially the same sources described before around which, during the 
RTQFWEVKQPKUEQPPGEVGFCFKEJTQKEINCUUTGƃGEVQT
1VJGTWUCDNGJCNQIGPUQWTEGUCTGVJG#4YKVJ)7DCUGCNUQ8QNVUYKVJC
power that ranges from 30 to 100 Watts and with beam angles of 4, 8, 24, 45 degrees.
AR111 lamps allow to direct large amounts of light in very tight corners and are there-
HQTGGUUGPVKCNKPUKVWCVKQPUYJGTGVJGTGSWKTGOGPVKUVQKNNWOKPCVGUOCNNRCKPVKPIUCVC
great distance.
Nowadays, both the dichroic and AR111 lamps can be replaced by LED lamps that 
JCXGVJGUCOGUK\G
TGVTQƂVVKPI
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6JGTGCTGCNUQOCP[QVJGTTGƃGEVQTNGUU.'&NWOKPCKTGU KPUWEJFGXKEGUVJGDGCO
CPINGECPDGCFLWUVGFD[NGPUGUOCUMUƂZGFQTKPVGTEJCPIGCDNGTGƃGEVQTU
This to allow different beam angles without completely replacing the devices.
6JGTGCTGCNUQp\QQOqGSWKRRGFFGXKEGUOGCPKPIVJCVKPQTFGTVQEJCPIGVJGDGCO





of white light. This ranges from a warm white to a cool white, these shades of white 
color are technically called color temperature. Generally for paintings are prefera-
bly used a warm white lighting at 3000K or cool 4000K.
K stands for Kelvin, and contrary to what happens for the temperature measured in 
Centigrade degrees, high values stand for cool brightness.
If lighting up old paintings, till the impressionism, warm tones are preferred.
Cool tones instead are better used for recent ones.
But there is also the possibility to lit an artwork with mixed warm and cool white, 
YJKEJGPJCPEGUCNN VJGEQNQTU KPCRCKPVKPI +UWIIGUVGFVJKU VGEJPKSWG KPUGXGTCN
exhibitions always achieving good results.
The only drawback is constituted by the fact that this takes a double amount of 
NKIJVKPIƂZVWTGU9JKNG VJGFQWDNG UJCFQYIGPGTCVGFD[ VJGRCKPVKPI KUOKPKOCN
and does not bother. To calculate the exact mixture of warm white 3.000 K and cool 
white 4000 K, the cool shall produce about 30 lux and the warm around 140 lux, 
amounts that together will produce the overall 170 lux desired. 
 
4VSNIGXGLSMGIW
1PEG CNN QH VJG PGEGUUCT[ KPHQTOCVKQPU CTG CESWKTGF CPF VJG RNCPU CPF TGSWKTG-
OGPVUoNKUVWUGHWNHQTVJGGZJKDKVFGUKIPGTCPFVJGGNGEVTKEKCPUCTGUGVWRVJGNKIJV
directioning phase can take place.
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All these actions must be carried out on site because:
1. none of the artworks will ever be placed in the exact location as shown in the project;
2. curators can at any time choose a different location;
3. the relief in our possession may not be accurate;
4. tracks may be in a different position from the indicated one;
5. the light sources can present light intensities different from those contained in 
the catalogs (for age or manufacturing defects);
6. luminaires can have different performances from the expected ones;
7. the light on the artwork does not “satisfy the eye”.
Obviously this does not mean that the eye is the only reference, because the lighting 
NGXGNUUJQWNFPQVDGGZEGGFGFQTTKUMKPIVJGEWTCVQToUNGPFGToUHWT[VQCXQKFUGTKQWU
damages to the artworks. 
But we must always remember that the purpose of a good lighting is the enjoyment 
of the exhibits and that the respect of the amount of light is useful to the preservation 
DWVVGNNUWUPQVJKPICDQWVVJGSWCNKV[QHNKIJVKPI
> Edward Hopper – Roma 2010 – Palazzo Cipolla – Lighting made with mixed light 
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Blur
Whether the calculation is made by applying the cosine law point by point or is car-
ried out automatically with a software and extended to the whole room, nothing will 
tell us about this borderline that is in my opinion the most important and useful to 
achieve a good lighting.
6JGNKPGVJCVFGNKOKVUVJKU\QPGUJQWNFDGKPXKUKDNGHTQOO[RQKPVQHXKGY
The light must fade into the shadow with an effect that in editing programs is called “blur”.
This does not mean that the light should not be focused on the artwork, but there 
should be a balanced soft-edged shadowing. From the area of maximum intensity 
it should move to the less bright one without there being an obvious and net jump.
This effect is always possible to achieve using very narrow beam angles and diffusion 
ƂNVGTU$WVVJGDGUVYC[VQKNNWOKPCVGCRCKPVKPIKUVQGORNQ[CRTQƂNGTCPFUOQQVJ
VJGNKIJVQPVJGHTCOGYKVJCƂNVGTFKHHWUGT
In this way, the painting will appear completely and perfectly illuminated but without 
VJGRTQƂNGTETGCVKPIYJCVKUECNNGFCUNKFGGHHGEV
6JCVKUYKVJQWVVJGNKIJVDGKPICDTKIJVUJCRGKPCFCTMƂGNF
> Modigliani and Paris Bohème – Torino 2015 – GAM  
$NWTGHHGEVQDVCKPGFYKVJ/4FKEJTQKENGPUGUCPFFKHHWUKQPƂNVGTU
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Besides, this way of lighting avoids to clearly shaping the light on a painting.
Furthermore, it also avoids black lines to form at the upper part of the painting and 
straylights on the bottom of the frame or on the wall, as time passes by and the po-
sition of the luminaire unavoidably lowers down.  
Light directing
The phase of directing the light on the paintings is the most important and delicate stage 
of lighting art. Once the device is placed on the track as indicated by the lighting plan, it 
will be necessary of course to turn it on and position it towards the painting.
This operation will be done giving precise indications to the technician in charge, whom 
generally stands on a ladder or better a scaffolding to move the device following our 
instructions. I always use a laser pointer to indicate the correct position of the device on 
the track, addressing the light upper or lower, left-most or right-most because the voice 
commands can be misunderstood. This stage of directing is to be carried out in all light, 
VJCVKUPQVFKOOKPIQTƂNVGTKPIVJGGOKVVGFNKIJV*QYGXGTKVKUPQVUCKFVJCVVJGQRVKOCN
positioning is the one that illuminates uniformly the painting. For example, whether the 
> Seurat – Van Gogh – Mondrian – Post Impressionism in Europe – Verona 2015 – Gran Guardia     
.KIJVFKTGEVKQPKPIOCFGYKVJRTQƂNGTUCPFDNWTGHHGEVQPRCKPVKPIUYKVJQXGTUK\GFHTCOGU
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painting portrays a face or a group, which is the subject of the picture, sometimes it is 
DGVVGTVQFKTGEVVJGNKIJVVQYCTFUVJKU+HVJGTGCTGENGCTTGƃGEVKQPUQTWPYCPVGFUJCFQYUKV
KUDGVVGTVQOQXGVJGNWOKPCKTGKOOGFKCVGN[CPFƂPFCDGVVGTRQUKVKQP6JKUQHVGPTGSWKTGU
much time and patience. 
The light beam is too narrow
If the positioning is right, but the light that invests the painting is too narrow, it will be 
PGEGUUCT[VQTGRNCEGVJGNWOKPCKTGVJGNKIJVDWNDVJGTGƃGEVQTQTVJGNGPU
Furthermore, more devices can be directed on the same artwork in order to hatch the 
entire painting with light. If substitutions or additions are not possible, it is possible 
VQYKFGPVJGDGCOCPINGYKVJCƂNVGTFKHHWUGTKPƂNO
#p5KNMqƂNVGTECPCNUQDGWUGFVQYKFGPQTNGPIVJGPVJGDGCOKPQPGFKTGEVKQP
This is useful to illuminate a number of paintings close together, a particularly wide 
or long painting or a sculpture. To change the orientation of the light from portrait to 
NCPFUECRGUKORN[TQVCVGVJGƂNVGTQPVJGNWOKPCKTG6QƂZVJGƂNVGTKPCDUGPEGQHƂNVGT
cassettes or different accessories; high-temperature resistant adhesive tape as well as 
metal paper clips, as those used in stationery, can be successfully used. 
> Tamara de Lempicka – Verona 2015 – Palazzo Forti – Brushed Silk Filter
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The light beam is too wide
If the light beam appears too wide and also in this case it is not possible or conven-
KGPVTGRNCEKPIVJGNWOKPCKTGVJGDWNDVJGTGƃGEVQTQTVJGNGPUGUDCTPFQQTUUJCNNDG
added to eliminate the spill light.
For example, I do not particularly enjoy the area of light that hits the part above the 
painting, therefore I use barn doors to reduce it or eliminate it.
Unfortunately with the Multi-LED devices barn doors do not work and it is practically 
impossible to reduce the beam without changing the transparent micro-prism mask 
that acts as a lens. In addition to barn doors it is possible to use the Cinefoil which 
KUOCFGQHCVJKPƂNOQHDNCEMCNWOKPWOUQNFKPTQNNUQTUVTKRUVQDGEQPPGEVGFVQVJG
luminaire as usual with tape for high temperatures or with metal paper clips.
2TQƂNGTUGNKOKPCVGCNNRTQDNGOUCPFFGƂPGVJGRTGEKUGCTGCQHNKIJVQPVJGRCKPVKPI
To avoid the slide effect it will always be better, as already said, to place on the 
RTQƂNGTCNKIJVFKHHWUGTƂNVGT
(WTVJGTOQTGVJGUCOGV[RGQHƂNVGTECPDGRNCEGFQPTGIWNCTRTQLGEVQTUVQTGCNK\G
a faded light on the walls surrounding the painting.
 $QUEJs8GPG\KCs2CNC\\Q)TKOCPKs2TQƂNGTYKVJ9JKVG&KHHWUKQPƂNVGT
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%VX[SVOWEVISZIVP]FVMKLX
1PEGVJGNKIJVKUFGƂPGFKVYKNNDGPGEGUUCT[VQOGCUWTGVJGKNNWOKPCPEGQPVJGRCKPV-
ing. In general, as already mentioned, it would be better if this goes around 150-170 
lux for the paintings on canvas or on board and 40 lux for artworks on paper.
The illuminance will be measured with a light meter with the sensor parallel to the 
wall and facing the observer, preferably calibrated with the exhibition managers to 
avoid disagreements.
If the illuminance is higher than the expected it will be needed to reduce the light 
emitted from the luminaire. This may be achieved in various ways.
6JGƂTUVCPFOQTGEQPXGPKGPVEQPUKUVUKPYQTMKPIQPVJGFKOOGToUHGTTWNG
This operation will be performed by the lighting technician, while the lighting design-
er will check on the lux meter the achieved illuminance levels.
If the device is not dimmable, the emitted amount of light can be reduced with ND 
ƂNVGTUYJKEJUVCPFUHQTPGWVTCNFGPUKV[DGECWUGKPVJGQT[VJG[TGFWEGVJGNKIJVKPVGP-
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tape or metal paper clips.
+VKUCNUQRQUUKDNGVQTGFWEGVJGDTKIJVPGUUYKVJFKHHWUKQPƂNVGTUUKPEGCNUQVJGUGCD-
sorb light. But in such way light will be softer and less bright.
As a last resort it is possible to further tighten the barn door wings. But this will also 
tighten the light reaching the artwork. This last action is recommended only when it 
KUTGSWKTGFVQTGFWEGVJGKNNWOKPCPEGQHCHGYNWZ
8LIPMKLXXLEXLMXWXLIEVX[SVOETTIEVWXSS[EVQSVXSSGSSP
It may also happen that the tone of white is too warm or too cool for a given artwork.
As noticed above, warm lights are generally used for old artworks instead cool ones 
are mostly used for contemporaries.
In technical terms we can say that 3000K sources can be used for warm lights and 
4000K for cool lights where K stands for Kelvin.
+HVJGGZJKDKVKQPKURTQXKFGFYKVJYCTOYJKVGNKIJVUQWTEGUYJKNGVJGTGSWKTGOGPVUCTG
to illuminate the paintings with a cool white light source, there are several ways to 
intervene.
(KTUVQHCNN KVOWUVDGXGTKƂGF KH VJGUQWTEGUECPDGEJCPIGF KH VJG NKIJVDWNDUCTG
FKEJTQKE/4YKVJ)7DCUGCFKEJTQKEEQQNNKIJVCU1UTCOoU%QQN$NWG&GEQUVCT
that generate 4100K light can be used. Unfortunately these light bulbs are made only 
 (TQO4CRJCGNVQ5EJKGNGs/KNCPQs2CNC\\Q4GCNGs-5QWTEGUYKVJEQPXGTUKQPƂNVGT
> Caravaggio “The nativity” (clone) – Palermo 2015 – Oratorio di S. Lorenzo
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YKVJCFGITGGUCPINGVQQYKFGHQTUOCNNUK\GRCKPVKPIU
No problem occurs if instead there are cool light bulbs to be replaced by warm ones. 
+P VJKU ECUGYGECPWUG VJGGZEGNNGPV2JKNKRU$TKNNKCPV .KPG VJCVCTGRTQFWEGFYKVJ
different powers and beam angles. Same for the MR16 LED because it will always be 
RQUUKDNGVQƂPFCEQTTGURQPFKPI-UQWTEG
In the case of luminaires with irreplaceable bulbs, it is possible to intervene with 
EQPXGTUKQPƂNVGTU6QUYKVEJHTQOYCTOVQEQQNKVQEEWTUCƂNVGTCNYC[U.''(KNVGT
to switch from a cool to a warm a 205. On LEE Filter website there is a useful Color 




we have to control that the lighting of the painting convinces us.
+HYGCTGPQVUCVKUƂGFYGYKNNJCXGVQCUMVJGNKIJVUVGEJPKEKCPVQUNKIJVN[OQXGVJG
NWOKPCKTGLWUVCHGYOKNNKOGVGTUUJKHVVQƂPFVJGTKIJVNKIJVCPFKVVCMGURCUUKQPCPF
patience both from us and from the technician on the ladder.
What is then the right light is hard to say and it depends on our sensibility. But there is 
a time in which the painting communicates with us and appears to us in all its beauty. 
#VVJGGPFƂPFVJKUVKOGVJCVEQTTGURQPFUVQQPGUKPINGRQUKVKQPQHVJGNWOKPCKTGCPF
VQQPGUKPINGFKTGEVKQPQHVJGNKIJVCPFƂZKVHQTVJGYJQNGFWTCVKQPQHVJGGZJKDKVKQP
> Giorgione – Venezia  2010 – Palazzo Grimani 
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0MKLXMRKJSVXLIIRZMVSRQIRX
Ambient lighting is a minor point in the illumination of paintings.
I do not prefer to light the environment where the artworks are exhibited.
 Instead, I believe it is better to focus the light on the artworks, ensuring that the ambient 
pNKXGUQHTGƃGEVGFNKIJVq
This position is often at odds with the exhibit designer whom naturally wants the exhibi-
tion design, the technical solutions adopted and the colors to emerge.
$[VJGYC[KVKURQUUKDNGVQƂPFCPKPVGTOGFKCVGUQNWVKQPVJCVYJKNGPQVKORQUKPIVJG
structures on the exhibited works, constellates the room of light making it visible. 
At least that much to prevent visitors from falling or getting lost in the dark.
> Sculptures from Santarelli and Zeri’s collection – Roma 2014 – Palazzo Sciarra 
+VKURQUUKDNGHQTGZCORNGVQKNNWOKPCVGVJGƃQQTCVVJGGPVTCPEGQHGCEJUKPINGTQQO
6JKUYKNNJGNRVQTGCNK\GCNKIJVRCVJ#VVJGUCOGVKOGKVKURQUUKDNGVQKNNWOKPCVGVJG
ceilings with a mild light or illuminate the walls on which there are no exhibits or sit-
tings which are often placed in the environment for the visitors to rest.
All these solutions are obviously taken in the case of an accent lighting on the artworks.
It would make no sense in the case of a uniform illumination of walls and rooms.
Even in these cases, however, it may be better to opt for an accent light on the artworks 





lit with one single light because more of them would produce a bothersome double 
shadow on the walls.
5VKNNKVKUƂPGVQKNNWOKPCVGCUEWNRVWTGYKVJOQTGNKIJVUKHVJKUKURNCEGFHCTCYC[HTQO
the walls and if the lights do not cause unsuitable shadows.
6JGTGHQTGKVVWTPUWUGHWNVQJCXGQPVJGNWOKPCKTGUCUEWNRVWTGƂNVGTQTC5KNMƂNVGTVQ
pXGTVKECNK\GqVJGNKIJVDGCO
Sculptures, even more than with the paintings, tend to dialogue with the observer.
+PHCEVVJGTGKUCURGEKƂERQUKVKQPHQTFKTGEVKPIVJGNKIJVUUQVJCVVJKUKUTGƃGEVGFD[VJG
artworks towards us. The right light happens to be when the sculpture shines. 
0MKLXMRKJSVXLIKVETLMGW
The term graphics is intended as all the display panels with written informations and 
drawings that guide the visitor throughout the various sections of the exhibition.
These panels will be uniformly illuminated with 20 or 30 lux, this is not a prescribed 
value but it is useful to read the content of the panels without the light to be disrupt-
ing or goes beyond the one used for the artworks.
It happens sometimes that the graphics are backlit and appear as boxes in which 
NKIJVKPIƂZVWTGUCTGRNCEGFWUWCNN[ƃWQTGUEGPVNCORUCPFNCVGN[.'&NKIJVRCPGNUNKV
from the side.With the graphics this work about the issues related to the lighting of 
artworks ends for now. Tasks as lighting for bookshops, or the cafeteria, as well as 
VJGTGEGRVKQPCPFVKEMGVQHƂEGCTGPQVVTGCVGFDGECWUGVJGUGRTGUGPVFKUVKPEVGPXKTQP-
ments with different characters and different problems relatively to the ones of the 
GZJKDKVGFCTVYQTMUYJKEJYGTGURGEKƂECNN[VTGCVGFKPVJKUVGZV
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> Brueghel, Masterpieces of Flemish Art – Roma 2015 – Chiostro del Bramante – Backlit Graphics 
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r 2TGNKOKPCT[CEVKQPU






r Shadows cast by the edges of the showcases 
r Shadows cast by the frames on the artworks 
r Shadows cast by the frames on the walls





r Sharing of the exhibition project
r The walls on which the artworks are displayed 
are light-colored
r The walls on which the artworks are displayed 
have a glossy topcoat
r The light creates shadows caused by the 
exhibition setup
r The exhibition setup occludes the tracks
r The tracks are not where they are
supposed to be
r There are no lighting systems
r No lighting system can be mounted
r 2TQLGEVoUFCVCCESWKUKVKQP











r Luminous intensity 
r Beam angle 




r The light beam is too narrow
r The light beam is too wide
r Artworks are overly bright
r The light that hits the artwork appears too 
warm or too cool
r #GUVJGVKEHWNƂNNOGPV
r Lighting for the environment
r Lighting for the sculptures
r Lighting for the graphics 
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List of artworks from the Exhibition “Boudelaire,  
KƂQTKFGNOCNGCNNGQTKIKPKFGNUKODQNKUOQq 
kindly lent by Sole 24ore cultura. 
2NCPUQHVJG'ZJKDKVKQPp$QWFGNCKTG 
KƂQTKFGNOCNGCNNGQTKIKPKFGNUKODQNKUOQq 
by Studio Architetto Corrado Anselmi. 
Dialux project of the Exhibition  





All other pictures are kindly lent 
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Quick and complete manual for the lighting of paintings,  
UEWNRVWTGUCPFURCEGUYKVJKPCTVGZJKDKVKQPU
+P+VCN[RNGPV[QHCTVGZJKDKVKQPUVCMGRNCEGGCEJ[GCTGZRQUKPI
thousands of artworks, hosting millions of visitors aiming 
to broaden their culture through the direct observa tion of 
RCKPVKPIUFTCYKPIUUEWNRVWTGUNKVD[CTVKƂEKCNQTPCVWTCNNKIJV
Light for art exhibits is mainly used to lit artifacts but it 
also absolves other functions, as to provide optimal visual 
EQPFKVKQPUHQTUGEWTKV[YC[ƂPFKPIECRVKQPUoCPFKPVTQFWEVKXG
graphics’ reading, accentuate entrance banners, bookshops, 
VKEMGVQHƂEGUCPFUQQP
&WTKPIVJGEQWTUGQHO[NGEVWTGU+JCXGTGCNK\GFJQYFKHƂEWNV
it becomes for a student or an interior designer to approach 
C NKIJVKPI FGUKIP RTQLGEV VJTQWIJ VJG TGCFKPI QH VGZVDQQMU 
and manuals which are basically optical physics’ essays 




to sort out and systematize what one should know about when 
NKIJVKPI C RCKPVKPI D[ 4CRJCGN C FTCYKPI D[ .GQPCTFQ CP
CTVYQTMD[9CTJQNQT&COKGP*KTUVoUUMWNN
